
Customer  Review  on  Pumpkin
6.2 Inch Wince 6.0 Car DVD
GPS Navigation 2 Din-W0244

Great head unit, this is the second Pumpkin Double Din I have
bought recently and I have not been disappointed. This one I
installed in my mothers’s car today, (Toyota Corolla). Fitted
perfectly, just waiting on fascia to be delivered on Friday.
Everything work excellently.

The only niggle and it is only a niggle is the reversing
camera is a bit chunky, otherwise OK.

— by Jim Stowe
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After having used this Pumpkin head unit for almost half a
year here are my thoughts:

-Easy to install, very straightforward. The supplied ISO
harness clipped straight into the wiring inside the dash on my
Panda and literally within five minutes I was listening to
music and the radio – make sure you get yourself a radio
aerial adapter though if you need one, they’re under a pound.
The unit doesn’t come with a cage so you’ll either have to buy
one or use your existing one. I used the existing one that was
already in my car.

-Great sound. I get much better sound off this than the
original.

-Visible in daylight! (convertibles may have troubles tho)

-Touchscreen very responsive.

-GPS is very good at locating you I always have full signal.
It takes me on funny routes in Edinburgh… But you can change
the software.

-The rear camera is very clear and everything is visible even
in low light.

-Bluetooth works like a charm and I can play stuff from my
phone and listen to Spotify without any issues. Also the phone
functions work well and it is good to be able to dial a number
directly from the unit.
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, but microphone is very bad.

Only downside is GPS not showing speed limits onscreen which I
sometimes have trouble seeing on the road. Also needs exact
address. E.g.: cannot write Arthur’s seat.
Great little kit, I recommend it highly. Ha sits flaws but for
the money I can’t blame it.

— by Kristian

Click to check Android 5.1 Car DVD GPS,Headrest monitors,back
up cameras and other auto accessories on Pumpkin official
websites:

US site:  www.autopumpkin.com
UK site: http://ift.tt/29hvZcz
DE site: www.autopumpkin.de

via Blogger http://ift.tt/2cPZq6u
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